
FAQ 

1) WHAT IS SPEED AND WHAT DOES IT DO?
A: SPEED is a thro le response controller with an APP, capable of processing and modifying the signals thrown from

the thro le pedal to the ECU. The purpose is to achieve an enhanced and safer driving experience. It improves the

response of the engine, limit the accelera on and lock the pedal on the an -the  mode. Quick and Safe Installa on

with 100% Plug & Play allowing to keep all stock features when uninstalled, will not leave residual codes, and can be

reinstalled countless mes in vehicles with similar se ngs.

2) DO I LOSE THE VEHICLE’s WARRANTY WHEN I USE SPEED?
A: No, it will not leave residual codes, and can be reinstalled countless mes in vehicles with similar se ngs.

3) IF THE VEHICLE ALREADY HAS DIFFERENT MODE SETTINGS (SPORT, ECO, ETC.) FROM

THE  FACTORY,  DOES  SPEED  ENHANCE  EACH  MODE,  OVERRIDE  IT,  OR  DISABLE  IT

COMPLETELY?
A: You can customize SPEED to interact with the vehicle’s factory modes and improving its stock se ngs but using

SPEED by itself (leaving vehicle’s factory se ngs on stock mode) you will reach be er results than combining both or

using the factory alone.  SPEED takes the hesita on out of the factory set up…a smoother transi on in and out

factory se ngs.

4) CAN SPEED INCREASE FUEL CONSUMPTION?
A: No, SPEED has the ECO mode, for gentle accelera on, and consequently there can be a decrease in consump on.

Fuel consump on is related to driver’s driving style.

5) CAN SPEED INCREASE THE POWER OF MY VEHICLE?
A: SPEED intent is not to increase power but to an cipate the entry of vehicle’s power and torque.

6) WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF VALET MODE IN SPEED?
A: SPEED has this driving mode, which limits the accelera on of the vehicle, decreasing the rota on of the engine

(rpm), no worries as the accelerator is now governed with a limiter.

No joy rides or burning rubber here. Just enjoy your me because strangers can do no harm in this mode.

7) WHAT DOES THE PEDAL-LOCK FUNCTION DO?
A: SPEED has the op on to fully block the accelerator response, being on only across the app. The device will act as a

blocker and the pedal will only restart by the unlock command from the APP.

8) WHAT  DO  I  DO  IF  THE  PEDAL-LOCK  IS  ACTIVE  AND  MY  CELL  PHONE  IS  OUT  OF

BATTERY?
A: Unlocking the pedal is only achieved through the APP. If you cannot recharge your cell phone, you must uninstall

SPEED, so your vehicle may get accelera on back again.

9) CAN I CHANGE THE SPEED STAGES DURING AN ACCELERATION?
A: It is not recommended, as the speed can change the stages to any command of yourself, and due to the change in

vehicle behavior, it is recommended that the accelerator is not pressed.

10) CAN SPEED LOSE ITS PERFORMANCE AFTER A LONG PERIOD OF TIME USING IT?
A: There is not a possibility. What could happen is the driver ge ng used to the driving   experience of SPEED. In this

case, it is recommended to turn off SPEED and note the difference with and without the product.
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11) CAN I REMOVE THE SPEED BUTTON?
A: Yes, you just need to unplug the bu on connector. In this case, the last driving mode selected will remain. If you

want to change the driving move it can be done through the SPEED APP on your phone.

12) CAN THE SAME SPEED WORK ON ANOTHER VEHICLES?
A: SPEED can operate in another vehicle with the same type of connector, but remember that even with the same

connector, it may not obtain the same result since SPEED is developed individually for each car model and not only

for every model connector. In this case, please check the applica on compa bility guide.

13) DOES SPEED WORK ON CARS THAT HAVE BEEN REPROGRAMMED OR HAVE POWER

BOX/PLUG & PLAY?
A: Yes, SPEED works on the pedal signal, not interfering with other parameters in the injec on center.

14) HOW DO I USE THE SPEED SETTINGS?
A: SPEED has 6 driving modes which are: eco, sport, performance, track, valet and stock. Each driving mode can be

customized on the sensi vity adjustments on the SPEED APP, only.

15) DOES SPEED LEAVE ANY RESIDUAL CODE IN THE VEHICLE AFTER UNINSTALLING IT?
A: No, it is a 100% plug and play, it can be installed and uninstalled easily without leaving any residual codes.
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